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Abstract—Weak labels are a recurring problem in the context
of ambient sound analysis. While multiple methods using neural
networks have been proposed to address it, limited attention
has been given to the analysis of the problem to have a better
understanding of it. Many of these methods seem to improve
detection or tagging performance, but they have been evaluated
in scenarios where other problems such as unreliable labels, overlapping sound events, or class unbalance also occur. Therefore, it
is difficult to conclude whether the observed improvement is due
to solving the problem of weak labels or not. In this article, we
provide for the first time a detailed analysis of the impact of weak
labels independently of other problems on a sound event tagging
system. We show that, in order to limit the negative impact of
weak labels on the performance, the training clips must be at least
as long as the test clips and longer training clip durations have
a minor impact. We also show that good temporal aggregation
can help to reduce this impact at test time and provide insight
on the annotation granularity needed depending on the targeted
scenario.
Index Terms—Audio tagging, weak labels, temporal aggregation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The interest for ambient sound analysis research has grown
in the recent years because of its potential applications like
assisted living, urban monitoring, or animal tracking [1]. This
has led to the release of ambient sound datasets collected from
various sources and targeting different applications [2]–[6].
Given a single-channel audio clip, one of the ultimate goals is
to find which sound events have happened and when. This task
is called sound event detection (SED). In principle, it can be
addressed in a fully supervised fashion given strongly labeled
training data, whose labels indicate not only the sound event
classes which are present in each training clip but also the
corresponding timestamps. However, such data is rare because
labeling the timestamps corresponding to each sound event
class is time-consuming.
To overcome this issue, sound class labels without timestamps, also known as weak labels, are often used instead.
Weak labeling is 3 to 15 times faster than strong labeling [7]
and, contrary to strong labeling which requires special expertise, it can be achieved via crowdsourcing [8]. Weakly labeled
training data can be used for weakly supervised learning, either
alone or in combination with strongly labeled training data.
In the case of SED, this includes inferring a segmentation
model from training clips that do not provide a reference
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segmentation. Multiple weakly supervised learning approaches
have been proposed in various domains [9]–[14]. They often
rely on multiple instance learning (MIL) [15], [16], various
kinds of temporal aggregation [17], [18], attention pooling
[19], or self-attention [20]. The review in [21] reported the
performance of different SED systems trained on unlabeled
and weakly labeled data for different segmentation tolerance
collars. However, it did not analyze the impact of weak labels
at training time.
Sound event tagging (SET) is the task of finding which
sound events are present in an audio clip regardless of when.
It is a simpler task than SED, since the desired system outputs
at test time are of the same type as the weak labels available
at training time. A few works have tried to exploit weak labels
for SET based on MIL [22], Gaussian filters [23], or attention
[24]. To the best of our knowledge, only two works so far
have analyzed the impact of weak labels on SET. Shah et al.
[25] made an attempt in that direction. However, they relied
on Audioset [2] which exhibits many other problems than
weak labels: unreliable or missing labels [26], overlapping
sound events [27], variable event-to-background ratio [28],
class unbalance [29], and long-term dynamics [30]. Also, they
used 10 s weakly labeled audio clips and expanded them
into 30 or 60 s clips by taking a longer piece of audio from
the original Youtube videos. Their analysis did not take into
account the duration of the target sound event in the original
clip, which can drastically affect the impact of weak labels
[31], nor the fact that additional instances of that sound event
may be present in the expanded clip. To overcome these
drawbacks, in [31], we created a suitable dataset focusing on
the problem of weak labels independently of other problems
and we assessed the impact of weak labels on the resulting
embeddings and classifier. This preliminary work faced several
limitations. First, part of the study focused on sound events
truncated to 200 ms which is too short to effectively recognize
some of the sound event classes of interest. Second, it did
not study the role of temporal aggregation. Third, it reported
summary results across all sound event classes which are hard
to interpret due to their different event durations.
In this article, we study the impact of weak labels on an SET
system, especially the impact of the aggregation of frame-level
quantities into clip-level scores. To do so, we created a new
dataset, where sound events are truncated not only to 200 ms
but also to longer durations, and we consider a larger set of clip
durations. We measure the tagging performance as a function
of the duration of the training and test clips with respect to
that of the events and assess the impact of the aggregation
function. We consider several temporal aggregation functions
(mean, max, softmax) and we propose to use Lp aggregation
as a parametric aggregation function whose behavior depends
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on p.
The article is organized as follows. In Section II, we define
the problem of weak labels. Section III describes the choice
of aggregation methods and the hypothesized impact of weak
labels. In Section IV, we define the experimental setup and in
Section V we conduct a series of experiments to validate our
hypotheses regarding the impact of weak labels. We conclude
in Section VI.
II. P ROBLEM DEFINITION
Let us denote by X the time-frequency representation of
an audio clip. X is a matrix of size F × T where F is the
number of frequency bins and T is the number of time frames.
Let us further denote by C = {1, . . . , C} the set of sound
event classes of interest. We assume that X contains one or
more instances of sound events in C on top of a stationary
background.
The ground-truth strong labels for this clip can be represented in the form of a matrix Y of size C × T where C
is the number of classes and every yc,t ∈ {0, 1} encodes
the absence or presence of class c at time t. The vector
yt = [y1,t , . . . , yC,t ]T of size C × 1 represents the activity
of all classes at time t.
Similarly, the ground-truth weak labels for this clip can be
represented in the form of a vector w = [w1 , . . . , wC ]T of
size C × 1 whose entries wc satisfy
wc = max(yc,t ).
t

(1)

This is because, when a class is present in at least one time
frame, it is present in the clip and the corresponding weak
label should be set to 1. This is represented in Fig. 1. Both
Y and w are assumed to be correct, i.e., there are no labeling
errors.

SET is the task of detecting which events appear in an
audio clip, regardless of how many times they appear and
b of
when. In other words, it consists of estimating a vector w
clip-level class activity scores from X. These clip-level scores
are obtained by estimating frame-level quantities1 encoding
the activity of the sound event classes and aggregating them
along the time axis using a fixed or parametric aggregation
function. Depending whether the training data are strongly or
weakly labeled, this aggregation stage can happen only at test
time or both at training and test time, and the model used
to estimate frame-level quantities can be trained according to
frame-level (Y) or clip-level (w) targets. Also, the parameters
of the aggregation function can be trained or fixed.
To study the impact of weak labels on SET, we propose
to vary the event density and analyze the impact of the noise
introduced by weak labels.
III. E XPECTED IMPACT OF TEMPORAL AGGREGATION
b = [w
Obtaining clip-level scores w
b1 , . . . , w
bC ]T from framelevel quantities requires some form of temporal aggregation.
In this section we present popular aggregation methods and
a new Lp aggregation method, and we discuss their expected
impact depending the event density. The studied methods are
illustrated in Fig. 2, where O denotes the N × T frame-level
b
representation obtained at the penultimate model layer, and Y
denotes the C ×T matrix of frame-level posterior probabilities
ybc,t = P (yc,t = 1|X), whose dimension is identical to Y and
which is derived from O by applying a time-distributed linear
layer with trainable weights and biases {W1 , b1 } followed by
a sigmoid activation.

Fig. 1: Illustration of the difference between strong and weak
labels.
Fig. 2: Considered aggregation methods.
Since we are interested in weak labels, we define the event
density as follows:
T
1X
Dc =
yc,t .
T t=1

(2)

The longer an event is present in the clip, the higher Dc . When
the event density is equal to 0 or 1, it actually corresponds
to the ground-truth weak label wc . Otherwise, weak labels
introduce a certain amount of noise in the learning process,
which can be quantified as wc − Dc .

A. Mean pooling
Mean pooling is a common aggregation method that averages the frame-level posteriors over time:
b =
w

T
1X
bt .
y
T t=1

(3)

1 For notation simplicity, we assume that the model inputs and outputs have
the same time resolution indexed by t ∈ {1, . . . , T }. In reality, the time
resolutions of inputs and outputs may be different.
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When Dc 6= 0, the drawback of this method is that, the
lower Dc , the poorer the clip-level score w
bc will be since
it is expected to behave like Dc . To understand this, let us
consider the case when a system provides perfect frame-level
posteriors ybc,t = yc,t , so that w
bc = Dc . We denote by τ
the decision threshold, such that only the events for which
w
bc ≥ τ are tagged as present. In that case, when Dc < τ ,
the event is wrongly tagged as absent (i.e., the false negative
rate is nonzero), despite the fact that the frame-level estimates
are perfect. In practice, the value of Dc below which this
happens varies due to the fact that frame-level posteriors are
not perfect, but this observation remains valid on average for
unbiased estimates, as shown in Fig. 3. Lowering the threshold
τ decreases the false negative rate but increases the false
positive rate. Therefore, mean pooling is not a good choice
except for very long sound events with a high density Dc ' 1.

Fig. 3: Mean and max pooling (τ = 0.5).

B. Max pooling
Max pooling is defined as
b =
w

max

t∈{1,...,T }

bt
y

(4)

where the maximum is computed elementwise, i.e., the cliplevel score for each event is assumed to be the highest framelevel posterior, as shown in Fig. 3. While this aggregation
method seems appropriate since it matches the way groundtruth weak labels are defined in (4), it suffers from two drawbacks in practice. First, it is very sensitive to false positives
in the frame-level posteriors, which systematically translate
into false positives at the clip level. Second, the output is not
differentiable with respect to all inputs: at training time, the
gradient is only backpropagated with respect to the maximum
input (subgradient), which can be an issue as explained by
McFee et al. [17].

mean pooling while being closer to max pooling in the way
it aggregates frame-level posteriors. Despite its wide use, it
lacks flexibility since this tradeoff cannot be controlled. When
Dc ' 1, we expect softmax pooling to work well similarly to
mean pooling. When Dc < τ , softmax pooling will continue
to give correct clip-level scores in many cases, while mean
pooling fails. However, when Dc is low, softmax pooling will
also start failing while max pooling could work. When using
softmax pooling, false positive frames with high posteriors
can have a big impact on the clip-level score (like for max
pooling), but many false positive frames with small posteriors
can also have an adverse impact (like for mean pooling).
D. Lp aggregation
Lp aggregation is inspired by the computation of the Lp
norm. The difference stands in taking the average of the entries
raised to the power of p instead of the sum. It can be seen as
another tradeoff between mean and max pooling. This form of
aggregation was previously used to pool scores across multiple
signals when performing SED after signal separation [32]. We
now propose to use it as an aggregation function over time:
! p1
T
1X p
b
b =
y
(6)
w
T t=1 t
where p > 0 and the exponentiations are computed elementwise. When p = 1, Lp aggregation is equivalent to mean
pooling. When p → ∞, it behaves like max pooling but it
remains differentiable with respect to all inputs. This solution
offers some flexibility since we can vary p depending on the
sound class of interest and the targeted application. In Fig. 4,
we represent the Lp aggregation function for different values
of p, and show that softmax is close to Lp aggregation with
p = 2. We expect a small value of p to be preferable when
Dc is large and vice-versa.2

C. Softmax pooling
Softmax pooling is defined as
b =
w

T
X
t=1

bt
y

exp(b
yt )
PT

t0 =1

exp(b
y t0 )

(5)

where denotes elementwise multiplication, and the exponential and division operations are also computed elementwise.
This method can be seen as a tradeoff between mean and
max pooling: it is differentiable with respect to all inputs like

Fig. 4: Comparison of Lp aggregation and other fixed aggregation functions.
2 Note that p could also be trained similarly to the auto-pooling method in
[17]. This is out of the scope of this article since we aim to assess the impact
of weak labels depending on the value of p.
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E. Attention pooling
Attention pooling has become a popular aggregation method
in recent works [16], [19], [24], [33], and it has many variants.
For simplicity, we focus on the most common variant:
b =
w

T
X

bt
y

softmaxt (A)

(7)

t=1

where
softmaxt (A) = PT

exp(at )

t0 =1

exp(at0 )

,

(8)

all operations are performed elementwise, and at = W2 ot +
b2 is obtained from a time-distributed linear layer whose
weights and biases {W2 , b2 } are different from those used
bt .
to obtain y
By contrast with the above aggregation functions which
have no trainable parameter,3 attention pooling has a sizeable
number of trainable parameters, namely {W2 , b2 }. Because
of this, it is expected to perform well in a wider range of
situations and values of Dc [19], [24].

2) TWAA dataset: While the WAA dataset preserves the
original duration of all events, the fact that these durations
are different and their distributions are highly class-dependent
influences the ensuing analysis. In order to address this issue, we introduce the Truncated Weak Annotation Analysis
(TWAA) dataset. This dataset consists of five subsets, each
of which has the same structure and is generated in the same
way as the WAA dataset, except that all sound events whose
duration is longer than a maximum duration dmax are truncated
to dmax before they are mixed with the backgrounds, and all
sound events whose duration is lower than a minimum duration
dmin are discarded. The five truncated event duration intervals
[dmin dmax ] are [0 0.5], [0.5 1], [1 3], [3 5], and [5 10] s.5
The resulting 10 s clips are then cut into five shorter clips
with duration dclip in the same way as above. Again, the start
and end times of each shorter clip are chosen such that it
contains the entire truncated sound event (when the truncated
event duration is shorter than dclip ) or the truncated event spans
the entire clip (when the truncated event duration is longer than
dclip ). As a result, the event density satisfies Dc < dmax /dclip .
In the situation when dmax < dclip , the event density becomes
Dc < 1 for all clips. This situation will be marked with dashed
lines in the plots below.

IV. E XPERIMENTAL SETUP
To assess the impact of weak labels and that of the aggregation function on an SET system, we created a new dataset
which makes it possible to assess this impact independently
of other problems such as multiple labels, unbalanced classes,
or overlapping events. We describe this dataset below, as well
as the considered baseline system and evaluation metric.
A. Datasets
1) WAA dataset: In [31], we introduced the Weak Annotation Analysis (WAA) dataset, which consists of audio clips
generated by mixing a single sound event from Freesound [34]
with a random background from SINS [35] or MUSAN [36]
at a random signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) between 6 dB and
30 dB. The 10 considered event classes are: alarm/bell/ringing,
blender, cat, dishes, dog, electric shaver/toothbrush, frying,
running water, speech, and vacuum cleaner. The training,
validation, and evaluation sets contain 2,700, 300, and 750
audio clips generated from 909, 100, and 314 unique events,
respectively, and they are balanced, i.e., they contain the same
number of clips for each class.
The duration of the clips in the WAA dataset is dclip =
10 s. In order to assess the impact of the clip duration on the
SET performance, we cut each clip into five shorter clips with
respective duration dclip = 0.2, 0.5, 1, 3, or 5 s.4 The start and
end times of each shorter clip within the original 10 s clip are
such that the shorter clip contains the entire sound event (when
the event duration is shorter than dclip ) or the event spans the
entire clip (when the event duration is longer than dclip ). The
shorter the clip, the higher the event density Dc .
3 other than the weights and biases {W , b } used to derive Y
b from O,
1
1
which are not part of the aggregation process itself
4 In [31], we considered three clip durations only: 0.2, 1, or 10 s.

B. Baseline system
As the starting point for our experiments, we use a wellknown system: the baseline system for Task 4 of the DCASE
2019 and 2020 Challenges [7], [37]. This system is inspired
from previous DCASE submissions [38]–[40], and it has been
extensively studied and compared to state-of-the-art systems
[21], [37], [41]. While it was initially designed for SED, we
use it for SET hereafter.
The baseline system comprises a convolutional neural network (CNN) followed by a bidirectionnal recurrent neural
network (BiRNN), forming an architecture known as CRNN
(see Fig. 5). The output O of the BiRNN is transformed into
b by means of a time-distributed linear
frame-level posteriors Y
layer followed by a sigmoid. These frame-level posteriors
are then converted into clip-level scores using an aggregation
function. This sytem was trained on the DESED dataset
[7] which contains heterogeneous (unlabeled, weakly labeled,
and strongly labeled) data from both recorded and generated
soundscapes.
C. Metric
To quantify the SET performance, we use an SET metric:
the clip-level F1-score. The 90% confidence interval on this
score is computed using the bootstrap method [42] using 200
iterations with 80% of the data per iteration.
V. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Starting from the above baseline system, we now perform
a series of experiments on the original WAA dataset and the
newly proposed TWAA dataset in order to assess the impact
5 This contrasts with the choice of a single, short truncation duration d
max =
200 ms in [31].
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Figure 7 compares various aggregation functions for a fixed
clip duration. The first one, denoted as “weak” in the figure,
is the attention pooling layer of the baseline system. Since
the baseline system was initially designed for SED, this layer
was trained on weakly labeled data only (10% of the DESED
training set) as opposed to the entire DESED training set. As a
result, it can be seen to perform poorly. The other aggregation
functions are Lp aggregation with p ranging from 1 (equivalent
to mean pooling) to 100 (close to max pooling), and max
pooling. The proposed Lp aggregation turns out to provide a
good tradeoff between mean and max pooling and allows us to
discuss the impact of the aggregation function depending on
the clip duration. Figures 7a and 7b show that, when dclip .
0.5 s, aggregation has little or no impact, which is natural
since Dc ' 1 for most clips. Also, dclip = 0.2 s appears to be
too short to correctly recognize the sound events of interest.
In Fig. 7c corresponding to 1 s clips, we can observe the same
behavior, except for clips containing sound events from 0 to
0.5 s (Dc < 0.5 with an average of Dc = 0.32) for which
a low value of p degrades the performance. When the clip
duration becomes longer, the value of p starts to matter even
more, with short sound events requiring a larger value of p due
to their low event density. From all the plots, we can see that
using p = 5 or p = 10 is a good alternative to the maximum.

Fig. 5: Architecture of the baseline system.

of various aggregation functions at training and test time as a
function of the clip and event durations, and we derive suitable
system design choices.

A. Impact of test-time aggregation on the pretrained baseline
Our first experiment uses the frame-level posteriors output
by the baseline system in Section IV-B without retraining. It
focuses on the aggregation of these frame-level posteriors into
clip-level scores at test time on the TWAA dataset.
Figure 6 evaluates the three classical aggregation functions,
namely mean, max, and softmax pooling, as a function of the
test clip duration and the truncated event duration. The results
confirm the expected behavior discussed in Section III. Mean
pooling (6a) is not efficient when Dc < 1, as indicated by the
dashed lines. Max pooling is very efficient in this scenario
since it is performed at test time only (i.e., its drawback
at training time explained in Section III-B does not arise).
The best SET performance is achieved for dclip = 3 s: for
longer clips, the chance that the maximum is a false positive
increases. Softmax pooling is almost not impacted by the clip
duration. This makes it an interesting aggregation function in
this scenario, however its performance is not always as good as
that obtained with max pooling, especially for events shorter
than 3 s.

B. Impact of segmented data on training
The ideal scenario is a scenario whithout weakly labeled
data (where Dc = 1). To achieve this, a natural way would
be to segment the data in order to have only the sound event
of interest in each clip. However, in this scenario, we would
need to train a model with inputs having different number
of time frames. Technically, this makes it hard to create a
batch of tensors with different sizes. An alternative scenario
is to have a batch size of 1 but this poses a problem with
batch normalisation (to be accumulated). Training without
batch normalisation could be an option but the performance
is greatly decreased, this is presented in the first row of table
I. The closest scenario to the ideal case is to apply a mask
on the input and on the output (predictions). Analysing the
masking of the input and the predictions separately could help
to understand which part of the model is more impacted by
weak labels. Masking can also be applied at training, at test
or both.
In table I we present the results about the impact of
batch normalisation and segmentation. In this table, masking
refers to masking the input and the predictions (Masking
(I/O)). We notice that using segmented data and accumulated
gradients has a negative impact compared to using a masking
scenario with batch normalisation. The difference in performance between the scenario using masks with and without
batch normarlisation and the one without batch is surprising
because it means that for our model, batch normalisation is
very important. However, since our model is a mean teacher
with a rampup on the learning rate, the convergence duration
of training is important that could explain this difference
in performance. From these experiments, we conclude that
we can use masking of the input and output with batch
normalization as our scenario without weak labels.
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Fig. 6: F1-score achieved by the pretrained baseline system on the WAA test set for classical test-time aggregation functions,
as a function of the test clip duration. Dashed lines indicate that Dc < 1 for all test clips.

Masking (I/O)
Segmented

No batch normalization
54.9 ± 1.2
40.1 ± 1.4

Batch normalization
70.2 ± 1.2
X

Clip-level loss
(mean aggregation)
Frame-level loss

Masking (I/O)

10 s clips

70.2 ± 1.2

62.2 ± 1.3

66.0 ± 1.1

56.5 ± 1.5

TABLE I: Impact of segmentation and batch normalisation.

Since we are using strong labels to segment the clips in the
ideal scenario, another way to define the ideal scenario could
be to use the strong labels to compute a frame-level loss at
training time. Table II presents the results of the impact of the
segmentation and the use of a clip-level or frame-level loss
at training time.We experiment using frame-level and cliplevel loss on clips masked on the input and the output and
on 10 s clips to see the impact of the aggregation at training
time. Using a clip-level loss means adding an aggregation
function to aggregate the frame-level predictions, in this case
we use the mean function. Figure 8 illustrates the different
scenarios using segmentation, masking, frame-level and cliplevel loss. Results show that using this aggregation function
at training time is beneficial on both masked clips or 10 s
clips. This result can be explained by the noise introduced
in the loss. While using a clip-level loss, we try to optimize
the loss after aggregation, meaning we do not focus on a
specific frame. While using a frame-level loss, we want to
minimize the loss for every frame. This makes it harder for the
model which needs to differentiate every single frame even if
some sound events from different classes can have very similar
frames. The difference in performance between clip-level loss
and frame-level clips is more important for 10 s clips than
for masked clips. This shows that not only the optimisation
problem is harder but the bias introduced by surrounding noise
is increased. From these experiments we conclude that we can
define our ideal scenario as training a model with clips masked
on the input and the predictions while using a clip-level loss.
1) Masking and ideal scenario at training time vs test time:
In these experiments, we are interested in applying the ideal
scenario or the scenario masking only the prediction at training
or at test time. In Table III we present the different ways of
applying masking (input and output mask) at training and test

TABLE II: Impact of clip-level and frame-level loss for a
scenario where Dc = 1 and one where Dc ≤ 1. Training
done with 5k generated clips.

input + output (ideal)
Mask
Output only

Training
Test
Training + Test
Training
Test
Training + Test

F1-score
33.8 ± 0.9
69.8 ± 1.2
70.2 ± 1.2
44.5 ± 1.4
67.6 ± 1.1
70.2 ± 1.0

TABLE III: Experiments varying the way the strong annotations are used to mask the data

time and how we apply masking on the output only at training
or test time. We notice that the best scenario is to mask the
input and the output at training and test time. Unexpectidely,
masking only the output at training and test time performs as
well as having an ideal scenario when we use weak labels
during training. This means that the bias introduced by the
background noise in the input of the surrounding event does
not seem to be a problem. It is important to also notice that
taking one of these scenarios (output masking only or ideal)
at training time while doing a different scenario at test time
is degrading extensively the performances. These results were
expected, even if usually not shown quantitatively in papers.
This proves that for an application point of view, the most
important is to have well segmented data at test time. Indeed,
if the data are clean or segmented at training time the model
cannot recognize a sound event surrounded by noise at test
time. From an application point of view, this means that if
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 7: F1-score achieved by the pretrained baseline system on the WAA test set for six different test clip durations, as a
function of the event duration and the test-time aggregation function (weakly-trained attention pooling, Lp aggregation with
p = 1 to 100, or max pooling). Dashed lines indicate that Dc < 1 for all test clips.
someone wants to train a model on FSD50k [3] for example
(which contains pretty clean recordings in terms of weak
labels), it will probably be hard at test time to recognize sound
events in long recordings with few events (e.g. continuous
recordings with few events which are common in real life).
The difference between masking only the output and the
ideal scenario is the amount of data that has been seen at
training time by the model. In the ideal scenario, the model
only takes decision based on the sound event contained in
the clips. In the case of output masking only, the model is
presented sound events surrounded by noise and the loss is
computed only on the part containing the sound events. This
means that predictions were still computed containing the
information of the surrounded noise present in the temporal
context of the CRNN. This information used during training
appears to be beneficial at test time on clips containing noise
surrounding sound events as stated in lines ”Train” of Table
III. When applying some masking only at test time, it is
more beneficial to use the ideal scenario than the output
masking only which tends to indicate that segmentation is very
important at test time no matter the training method used. The
ideal scenario at training and test time have been used to define
the number of training data generated. We have identified that
above 1000 clips generated the training is almost similar even
if more training data seems to make more stable predictions.

From these experiments, we decided to generate and use 5000
training clips for the experiments of this paper.

p during
training
1
2
5

10 seconds
F1-score
F1-score
(Validation)
(Test)
82,5 ± 1,0
62,2 ± 1,3
80,8 ± 1,1
61,8 ± 1,2
80,3 ± 0,9
61,4 ± 1,4

ideal
F1-score
F1-score
(Validation)
(Test)
80,8 ± 0,9
70,2 ± 1,2
80,5 ± 0,9
71,1 ± 1,0
80,1 ± 1,3
73,8 ± 1,3

TABLE IV: Results depending on the aggregation used during
training on 10 s clips (neither segmented or masked) and the
ideal scenario.
2) Aggregation during training: In Table IV, we present
experiments where we vary p of the Lp aggregation applied
during training. We show performances on the validation set
and the test set for the model trained on 10 s clips (not
segmented nor masked) or using the ideal scenario and vary
p. In Table IV we can see that the aggregation during training
does not have a significant impact. We also have to note that
the best performance at validation is not the best performance
on the test set. Training a model with p > 5 does not
work because it introduces Nan in the loss due to numerical
instability. In the following experiments of this paper, we are
taking the best value at validation which means we are training
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Fig. 8: Explanation of the scenarios when segmented or masking the input or masking the predictions. M-I stands for masked
input, M-O stands for masked predictions, F-L stands for frame-level loss and Agg stands for aggregation. The dashed rectangle
represents the model. The yellow arrows means the aggregation uses only the frames within the mask, the purple double arrows
represents the clip-level loss and the green double arrows represent the frame-level loss.

the model with p = 1. The performance on the 10 s clips on
the test set seems to indicate that either the segmentation is
well made or it indicates that we predict many FP frames of
the sound event class present in the class.
C. Impact of the clip duration
In these experiments, we want to know the impact of the the
clips duration on the classifier. To understand what happens
when dealing with weak labels, we are presenting multiple
conditions. First, we are varying the duration of the training
clips and the test clips while not truncating the events to
understand how the model is impacted by the duration of
the clips. We have previously seen in V-B2 that the model
generalises better when we use the Lp aggregation and p = 1
during training so we train a model using this configuration.
At test, we use p = 5 since in V-A we showed that this value
is close enough to the max and still not too prone to false
positives.

In Figure 9, we present the results when varying the duration
of the clips at training time and test time while using WAA
dataset. We remind that WAA has non truncated events, so the
amount of background noise (weak labels) is varying when
increasing the duration of the clip when a sound event is
shorter than the duration of the clip chosen (Dc not constant
between classes), but at the same time, while we increase
the clip duration, we increase the amount of information
about long sound event available to the model (sound events
longer than the sound clip). In Figure 9, the first point on xaxis corresponds to the ideal scenario at training time. The
performances are the lowest except when testing in the ideal
scenario as well. This indicates that training a model on a well
segmented dataset does not generalize well to test conidtions
with surrounding background noise or where we see only a
portion of a long event. On this figure only, it is difficult to
choose one of these conclusions. This will be analysed further
in the next experiments. In this figure, we can also notice that
having close duration of files at training and test is beneficial.
Finally, we can see an overall inflation point around 3 s which
is a result that was identified by Salamon et al [43]. They
showed that 4 s of an event is long enough to recognize it, that
is why they designed UrbanSound8k dataset with 4 s segments.
However, it has to be noted that when we train on very short
segments of events (0.5 s), the results are degrading for test
clips longer than 1 s.
To have a better understanding of the impact of weak labels
during training and test, we focus on clips durations of 0.5 s,
3 s and a clip duration equal to the sound event (ideal), this is
presented in Figure 10. We present the performance depending
on the duration of sound events for test clips of a fix duration
to study the lower performance for short clips duration at
training was coming from noise around sound events (short
sound events) or from truncated sound events (long sound
events).

Fig. 9: F1-score depending of the duration of clips at training
time and test time. Experiments made on WAA.

If we first focus in the Figure 10a, we can see that when
we test a model on short clips, the duration of the training
clip does not have an important impact. This is not the case
when testing on longer clips (fig. 10b10c). We can see that if
we train on short clips, and test on longer clips the model is
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(b)

(c)

Fig. 10: F1-score depending of the duration of clips at training time and duration of events. Each subfigure represents a duration
of file at test time (a line in Fig. 9), Dashed lines correspond to events being only weak labels at training.

failing to recognize the sound events but this is also affected
by the event duration. If we focus on Figure 10b, we can see
that short events (< 1 s) are very hard to recognize in a 3 s
clips if we have trained our model with only sound events
(ideal) or 0.5 s clips which means that having background
noise at test (Dc << 1) when it was not the case at training
(Dc ' 1) is degrading performances. When training clips are
longer than 1 s during training, the performances tend not
to vary anymore until 10 s clips duration at training. Finally,
Figure 10c indicates that if we test on an ideal scenario, having
an ideal scenario at training is the best. Having weak labels
(dashed lines) at training tend not to be a problem when testing
on segmented sound events but seeing the complete sound
event at training is very important, this is represented by all
the curves improving before reaching the point of clip duration
during training being longer than the sound event duration.
In these 3 figures we can compare the position of the curves
relative to each other. If we focus on the two first points of each
figures representing a clip duration at training being segmented
or 0.5 s. We notice that short events (< 1s) benefit from testing
with 0.5 s (fig. 10a) or segmented (fig. 10c) clips. However,
when testing with 3 s clips we can notice that the curves order
is changed meaning it is hard to recognize short events and a
lot simpler to recognize long events. Overall, our observations
tend to indicate that when Dc < 1, the more Dc decreases
during test while it remains high during training, the more
we decrease the performances. Overall, when we have longer
clips at test than training, the results tend to decrease, this can
be explain by the model which is not suited for weaker labels
at test time (even with a good aggregation method) than at
training time and that the model has a hard time recognizing
an event when it has been trained on part of events.
D. Impact of Dc
To understand more the impact of the amount of background
noise (weak labels) at training time when background noise
is present during test, we use TWAA dataset and vary the
maximum duration of the event, so we have control over the
maximum value of Dc which was not the case in previous
experiments where some clips could always have Dc = 1. The

Fig. 11: F1-score depending of the duration of truncated events
at training time and the duration of events at test time using
TWAA. An Lp aggregation with p = 1 is used at training and
p = 5 during test.

clips are 10 s long at training and test time, only the duration of
target sound events is truncated at training to a maximum event
duration allowed. Figure 11 presents the F1-score for varying
maximum event duration at training time (the sound event can
still be shorted than this duration) and present the results per
duration of the original sound event (before truncation). In this
figure, we can see the contrast between short events, shorter
than 0.5 s and the other events. The short events benefit a
lot from very short durations at training time. Longer events
are very hard to recognize when truncated to 0.2 s, this is
because there is not enough information to recognize them
as we have seen in V-C. This also confirms the hypothesis
that our previous work [31] using 0.2 s sound events was
too short to make a good analysis of weak labels. Having
better performances for short events when all sound events are
truncated to 0.5 s (Dc ' 0.05) can identify that it is difficult
to segment short events in long audio files, so biasing the
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system at training by showing only short events makes them
easier to recognize since the segmentation problem is the same
for all events (we always expect 0.5 s sound events). It could
as well be because the shorter the duration of the truncated
sound events are, the longer the background noise is around
a sound event introducing weak labels. The blue and yellow
curves (events < 1 s) are mostly decreasing when increasing
the maximum event duration indicating that showing longer
events to the model makes it harder to recognize short events
(segmentation, unbalanced problem). However, we can note
that it is better to have background noise (weak labels) than
truncating too much the sound events.
Finally, we propose to analyse the impact of weak labels
independently of the duration of each event (Dc fixed) to
validate that the impact we have observed in the previous
experiments are not dependant of the sound event classes
chosen in these experiments, their duration or the relative
amount of noise introduced. We have previously seen that
truncating all the sound events to a short time duration is not
suitable. To overcome this problem while having a Dc fixed
for all sound events, we work on segmented sound events and
we choose to add background noise depending on the size
of the event. In table V, we are presenting the results on the
TWAA dataset for which we fix the max sound event duration
to 3 seconds. In this experiment we only vary the density DC
of the event in the clip. It is the only experiment where it is
possible to have Dc = 0.1 for all events independently of their
duration.
Test
Biased ×2
(Dc = 0.5)

Biased ×10
(Dc = 0.1)

66.2 ± 1.2

49.5 ± 1.9

33.2 ± 1.6

60.6 ± 1.2

55.7 ± 1.2

39.5 ± 1.1

60.1 ± 1.0

61.5 ± 1.0

54.8 ± 0.9

Ideal (Dc = 1)

Train

Ideal
(Dc = 1)
Biased ×2
(Dc = 0.5)
Biased ×10
(Dc = 0.1)
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also have segmented data at training time. We can notice
that annotating weakly the training set is partly degrading
performances but there is no difference between Dc = 0.5 and
Dc = 0.1. This indicates that if we have the budget only for
weak annotations, we can still target a resolution of ten times
the envent duration which would be speeding the process. As
an example for events which are usually around 3 s, there is
no difference between an annotation of a 6 s clips or 30 s
clips which is very interesting to know to be able to reduce
the labeling effort. Interestingly, if we do not have access to
a perfect segmentation at test time (or if we need a coarse
time resolution), it is not worth labeling sound events with
boundaries. Moreover, the best perdormance is obtained for
Dc = 0.1 which could reduce greatly the labeling effort.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this article, we presented a study on the impact of weak
labels on SET models. We defined the problem of weak labels,
proposed a way to create a dataset which isolate the problem
of weak labels and suggested a scenario where the events are
segmented or not to present the different experiments with or
without weak labels. We first showed that to deal with weak
labels, the aggregation function at inference is crucial, and we
proposed to use the Lp aggregation as an alternative to the
max or sof tmax function since it is both differentiable at
training and flexible. We also shown that aggregation matters
more at test than at training. Regarding training segmentation,
we showed that it is better to have training clips that are too
long than too short whatever the scenario at testing. Finally
we gave insight on the granularity of annotation needed at
training time depending on the scenario targeted at test time.
It would be interesting to conduct this study to SED systems,
and discuss the impact of weak labels to the sound events
segmentation at test.
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